Supporting Client Success

Streamlined OTC Services Improves
Customer Experience
Two healthcare conglomerate subsidiaries choose Solugenix to improve Order-to-Cash (OTC) services
with comprehensive customer support solution

The Challenge

Customer Profile

Two subsidiaries of a multinational healthcare conglomerate outsourced their Order-toCash (OTC) business processes to an external vendor. The OTC vendor was far from
meeting the client’s business expectations and high demands required to align with the
sales and marketing needs and initiatives. Particularly in order management, the
customer service reps had difficulty keeping up with pending orders, following up on
orders, gaining the knowledge required to ensure quality and connecting relationally
with customers. This led to poor customer service levels, a large amount of errors on
customer orders, inadequate productivity and a daily backlog of orders.
On the Accounts Receivables (AR) front, customer accounts were aging because AR
analysts were not able to properly reconcile accounts with the appropriate collections
data. The analysts were not able to make the required collection calls and in many
cases, frustrated the customers because of the lack of data or information on the
accounts. A huge backlog of unrealized revenue built up as millions of dollars in aging
grew past 90 days overdue. As a result of the backlog, orders were held daily for
investigation causing delays in shipment and impacting the hospitals and physician
offices ability to do business.
As a whole, the OTC operations was so broken it impacted the sales organization’s
ability to close business with customers the team threatening to use other vendor
products. It was difficult for the sales and marketing initiatives to align with customer
orders; also, the OTC operations were not able to pass critical SOX compliance
requirements, a huge risk to the business. With no end in sight, the vendor’s response
was to add more headcount increasing costs for the client.

The client supplies surgical
aesthetic products to plastic
surgeons and is based in Santa
Barbara, California. It produces
one of two silicone gel breast
implants.

Solution
Solugenix provided
comprehensive solutions for
Order Management, Customer
Master Data Management,
Consignment and Account
Receivables and exceeded
performance goals

Service Highlights
By staffing the OTC service
desks with the right people,
training, monitoring, and
improvement strategies, the
customer was able to
dramatically improve their
customers’ experience and
perception of their brand.
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For more information on how Solugenix can help your organization drive
revenue through streamlined order management and relationship-based
collection management, please give us a call today at 1-866-749-7658, or
email us at info@solugenix.com for more information.

